
Phrases – part 2

Fill the gaps to explain the meanings of the 
phrases.

Then make a sentence with each of them. 

A mini-lesson made by: Outside the Box

http://www.outsidethebox.com.pl/


I can’t hold a candle to you
 It means you feel you are…   than that person



As like as two peas in a pod
 When you and your sibling are as like as two 

peas in a pod, we can say you two are...



Bend over backwards
 Some people tend to bend over backwards 

because they try to… 



Me neither
 You respond like that to… 



Hit the nail on the head!
 That’s a reaction when someone...



You’re saving my neck!
 It means that person...



Leave someone high and dry
 When you are left high and dry you simply… 



Shake a leg
 That’s an example of a request to...



We don’t have a leg to stand on
 That’s pretty tough situation when...



It slipped my mind
 That’s an excuse when you...



You owe me one! / I owe you one!
 You may say those phrases after...



Come off it!
 By this expression, you try to convince 

someone to...



You shouldn’t have taken it for 
granted

 When you take sth for granted, that means 
you...



He just tries to make the most of it
 When someone makes the most of sth, they...



Beats me!
 It’s an informal expression to say...



It bugs me
 You used to informs someone that… 



That’s a rip-off
 “That’s a rip-off” usually works as a comment 

if...



I feel under the weather
 You use an expression “feel under the weather”  

to express your…



It’s a basket case.
 You call your circumstances “a basket case” 

when...



Play it by ear!
 By “play it by ear” you usually mean



Bite the bullet
 It’s a way to express...



Through thick and thin
 You’re by each other’s side under...



I’m all ears
 You say “I’m all ear” when you encourage your 

interlocutor to… 



Preach to the choir 
 When you want to preach to the choir, it is 

basically … 



Let’s call it a day
 The phrase “let’s call it a day” can be heard 

when... 



ANSWER KEY 
 Can’t hold a candle to sb/sth = to be much worse than sth/sb

 As like to peas in a pod = to be the same, identical

 To bend over backwards = to work extra hard to make something happen, to please someone 

 Me neither ==> it is used to confirm a negative statement like someone doesn’t do something and you would like to say that you don’t do it as well

 To hit a nail in the head = to be 100% right

 To be left high and dry = To be left helpless or in an abandoned position

 To save one’s neck = To rescue someone, to help sb out

 To not have a leg to stand on = To not have a proof of what you say or do, to be unable to prove it (either legally or logically) 

 To slip one’s mind = to be forgotten unintentionally

 I owe you one = used to say when sb should give sth to another person in return

 Come off it = a suggestion to stop speaking foolishly or telling lies

 To take sth for granted = To assume sth as true, real, to expect it 

 To make the most of something = to use it as much as possible 

  



 Beats me! = I don’t know / I don’t remember

 It bugs me = It makes me angry

 A Rip-off = unreasonable price/cost/fee

 To feel under the weather = to feel bad, sick

 Basket case = lost case

 To play it by ear = just do instinctively according to the circumstances 

 To bite the bullet = withstand

 Through tick and thin = for bad and good time, always, no matter what 

 I’m all ears = I’m listening carefully

 To preach to the choir = to try to convince sb who is already convinced 

 Let’s call it a day = let’s finish
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